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Circle the letter with the best form of the 
verb. 
 
 

1. We __ the answers to the test, but we had forgotten them.  

a. have known  b. are knowing   c. had known 

2. The family __ in the same neighborhood for years before 

they moved.  

a. has lived   b. will have lived  c. had lived 

3. We __ the store to see if they had my size available.  

a. called   b. are calling  c. had been calling 

4. The cars __ very fast when it started to rain.  

a. raced   b. were racing  c. are racing 

5. The basketball team __ every single game this season.  

a. had won   b. is winning  c. has won 

6. The little baby __ all night long when he finally fell asleep.  

a. is crying  b. had been crying c. will have been crying 

7. My sister __ so much at the movie.  

a. was laughing b. had been laughing c. will have been laughing 

8. We __ hamburgers for Thanksgiving when my grandma suggested  
that we try some turkey.  

a. are eating b. had been eating c. will having been eating 

9. The telephone __ out of my pocket and was destroyed instantly.  

a. has dropping b. had dropped  c. will have been dropping 

10. My friends __ soccer for hours before I arrive at the tournament this  
weekend.  

a. are playing b. have played  c. will have been playing 

Verb tenses must be consistent 
in sentences. 
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Answers 
 
1. We __ the answers to the test, but we had forgotten them.  

a. have known  b. are knowing  c. had known 

2. The family __ in the same neighborhood for years before they moved.  

a. has lived   b. will have lived  c. had lived 

3. We __ the store to see if they had my size available.  

a. called   b. are calling  c. had been calling 

4. The cars __ very fast when it started to rain.  

a. raced   b. were racing  c. are racing 

5. The basketball team __ every single game this season.  

a. had won   b. is winning  c. has won 

6. The little baby __ all night long when he finally fell asleep.  

a. is crying  b. had been crying c. will have been crying 

7. My sister __ so much at the movie.  

a. was laughing b. had been laughing c. will have been laughing 

8. We __ hamburgers for Thanksgiving when my grandma suggested  
that we try some turkey.  

a. are eating b. had been eating c. will having been eating 

9. The telephone __ out of my pocket and was destroyed instantly.  

a. has dropping b. had dropped  c. will have been dropping 

10. My friends __ soccer for hours before I arrive at the tournament this  
weekend.  

a. are playing b. have played  c. will have been playing 
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